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This paper describes the details of a Quadrotor miniature unmanned aerial system
capable of autonomously exploring cluttered indoor areas without relying on any external
navigational aids such as GPS. A streamlined Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM) algorithm is implemented onboard the vehicle to fuse information from a scanning
laser range sensor, an inertial measurement unit, and an altitude sonar to provide relative
position, velocity, and attitude information. This state information, with a self-generated
map, is used to implement a frontier-based exhaustive search of an indoor environment.
To ensure the SLAM algorithm has sucient information to form a reliable solution, the
guidance algorithm ensures the vehicle approaches frontier waypoints through a path that
remains within sensor range of indoor structures. Along with a detailed description of the
system, simulation and hardware testing results are presented.
I. Introduction
Autonomous indoor reconnaissance and surveillance can bring key capabilities allowing soldiers to ne-
gotiate cluttered and conned areas without risking human life. This technology can also bring increased
capabilities in disaster management and monitoring conned urban spaces. Miniature Unmanned Aerial
Systems (M-UAS) are ideal candidates for such missions as they can use three dimensional maneuvers to
overcome obstacles that cannot be overcome by ground vehicles. However, signicant technological challenges
exist in order to ensure reliable operation in such environments. Most current algorithms for Unmanned
Aerial System (UAS) guidance, navigation, and control rely heavily on GPS signals,1{3 and hence are not
suitable for indoor navigation where GPS and other radio signals are normally not available. Furthermore,
the indoor M-UAS must be suciently small in order to successfully maneuver in cluttered indoor environ-
ments, consequently limiting the amount of computational and sensory power that can be carried onboard
the M-UAS. Finally, the M-UAS should be designed to be expendable due to the dangerous environments it
needs to operate in, hence low-cost, low-weight designs need to be explored. These restrictions pose signi-
cant technological challenges for the design of reliable M-UAS platforms capable of navigating in cluttered
areas in a GPS-denied environment.
This paper describes a M-UAS capable of exploring cluttered indoor areas without relying on external
navigational aids such as GPS. As shown in Figure 1, the system consists of an air vehicle, a ground station,
and a safety pilot interface for manual ight. The vehicle, referred to as the GTQ, is capable of completely
autonomous indoor ight. However, a ground station computer is used to monitor vehicle health and status,
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to view the map and sensor output, and to provide observers with the ability to interact with the vehicle if
desired. The GTQ is an o-the-shelf quadrotor platform which is equipped with o-the-shelf avionics and
sensor packages, using custom software and interface electronics. An elaborate navigation algorithm was
developed that fuses information from a scanning laser range sensor, an inertial measurement unit (IMU),
and sonar altitude sensor to form an accurate estimate of the vehicle attitude, velocity, and position relative to
indoor structures while simultaneously mapping the environment. A streamlined Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (SLAM) routine is implemented to provide position updates to the navigation software. The
SLAM techniques are combined with a compact exploration strategy for autonomously exploring indoor
environments. Since the SLAM position estimates rely on the presence of features in the environment, the
guidance algorithm is closely integrated with the navigation algorithm to ensure the vehicle maintains a
trajectory that keeps it within sensor range of walls and other indoor structures. The control architecture
augments a proven baseline proportional-derivative controller with an optional adaptive element that aids
in mitigating modeling error and other system uncertainties.
A discussion of the vehicle platform and the vehicle dynamic modeling is presented next in Section II. The
avionics system is discussed in Section III. The details of the guidance, navigation, and control algorithms
are presented in Sections IV, V, and VI respectively. Simulation and hardware testing results are presented
in Section VII, and the paper is concluded in Section VIII.
Figure 1. System Architecture. Note: the camera and pickup mechanism are features that enable the GTQ to
perform various missions. They are included here for completeness, but are not a necessary part of the GNC
algorithms required for indoor ight and are not discussed further in this paper.
II. Description of Vehicle
Quadrotors have become a very popular choice for M-UAS due to their relatively high payload capacity
and high maneuverability.4 Furthermore, unlike helicopters, Quadrotors avoid the use of mechanical parts
for exerting moments and forces required for maneuvering.
The AscTec Pelican Quadrotor made by Ascending Technologies GmbH was selected as the base airframe
(see Figure 2(a)). The vehicle structure, motors, and rotors of AscTec Pelican were used without modication.
The vehicle generates lift using four xed pitch propellers driven by electric motors. Control is achieved
by creating a relative thrust oset between the propellers. Quadrotors can either be own with diamond
conguration (front, right, back, left motors are used to eect pitching, rolling, and yawing motion) or square
conguration (front-right, back-right,back-left, front-left motors are used to eect pitching, rolling, and
yawing motion). Although many Quadrotors in aerial robotics community y with diamond conguration,4{6
the square conguration (shown in Figure 2(b)) was selected to allow for more exibility in sensor mounting
locations.
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(a) AscTec Pelican Platform (b) Quadrotor Flying in Square Conguration
Figure 2. The GTQ uses the Ascending Technologies Pelican for the aerial platform.
A. Quadrotor Dynamic Modeling
Quadrotor dynamics ying in conguration shown in Figure 2(b) has been modeled in simulation. Assuming
near hover aerodynamics, fuselage aerodynamics and forward ight rotor aerodynamics can be neglected.
Hence, the total force acting on the Quadrotor is composed only of thrust and gravity forces. Newton’s
second law in the body axis can be written as:h
0 0  (1 + 2 + 3 + 4)
iT
+ Fg = m
bdv
dt
+ ! mv (1)
where i represents thrust magnitude on the ith rotor for i = 1; 2; 3; 4. Fg represents gravity force acting on
the vehicle in the body frame, v 2 <3 is the velocity in the body frame,
bdv
dt is the derivative of the body
velocity with respect to the body frame, ! 2 <3 is the angular rate of the body, and m represents the mass.
Neglecting forward ight aerodynamics, total moment acting on the Quadrotor composes of four dierent
sources: hub yawing moment (Mhy), dierential thrust moment (Mdt), inertial reaction moment (Mir),
and gyroscopic moment (Mgy).
4{6 The primary moment contributions are from hub yawing moment and
dierential thrust moment while inertial reaction moment and gyroscopic moment provides insignicant
contribution. Euler’s law in the body axis can be written as
M = Mhy +Mdt +Mir +Mgy = I _! + !  I! (2)
where I is the Quadrotor inertia matrix. The individual moment components are dened as follows:
Mhy =
h
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where Mi is hub yawing moment magnitude of the i
th rotor acting on the body. 
i is angular velocity
magnitude of the ith rotor. Ir is moment of inertia of the rotor blade. lx and ly are distance from center of
gravity to rotor hub in x and y directions. p and q are roll and pitch rates written in body axis. The total
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moment acting on the body is formed by combining the above terms:
M =
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375 : (7)
The vehicle’s pitching motion can be generated by commanding dierential Revolutions Per Minute
(RPM) between the two front motors and the two back motors. Rolling motion can be generated by
commanding dierential RPM between the two right motors and the two left motors. Yawing motion can
be generated by increasing motor RPM on one diagonal and reducing motor RPM on the other diagonal.5
Typical helicopter controls can therefore be mapped to motor commands xi using Eq.(8).
x1 =
p
T   p + q + r x2 =
p
T   p   q + r
x3 =
p
T + p   q   r x4 =
p
T + p + q + r (8)
where T , p, q, and r represent thrust, roll, pitch, and yaw commands. In this form the commands are
equivalent to a helicopter’s collective, lateral cyclic, longitudinal cyclic, and tail rotor commands. A second
order model is used to relate motor command xi to motor RPM 
i. The second order model consists of
two cascaded rst order systems: the rst one relates the motor commands to the motor states, and the
second one relates the motor states to rotor RPMs. Rotor aerodynamics is modeled using blade element
and momentum theory. The relationship between motor command xi , rotor angular velocity 
i, thrust i,
and moment Mi is modeled similar to reference [7]. Vehicle’s parameters including moments of inertia and
maximum achievable RPM are currently being rened through experimentation.
III. Avionics Suite
The UAS uses three primary measurement sensors for navigation, stability and control: a laser range
nder, a sonar altimeter, and an inertial measurement unit (IMU). The laser range nder used is the Hokuyo
URG-04LX-UG01 (see Figure 3(a)). It is capable of measuring distances up to 4 m and has a maximum
detection area of 240 degrees, with a resolution of 1 mm and 0.36 degrees respectively. The sonar altimeter
used is the MB1040 LV MaxSonar EZ4 high performance ultrasonic range nder (see Figure 3(c)). It is
capable of measuring distances up to 6.45 m away with resolution of 25.4 mm. The IMU is the ADIS-
16365-BMLZ built by Analog Devices Inc (see Figure 3(b)). It consists of a three-axis digital gyroscope
and three-axis accelerometer that can measure forces up to 18 g. These sensors are integrated around
the Gumstix Overo Fire onboard computer which is a small and cost eective ARM Cortex-A8 OMAP3530
based computer-on-module. It is equipped with 256 MB Flash RAM, and it can communicate using UART,
SPI, and I2C interfaces. The Gumstix Overo computer is equipped with 802.11g and Bluetooth wireless
links. Two three-cell Lithium Polymer battery packs are used: one drives the motors to provide lifting
power, and the other powers the onboard computer.
IV. Guidance Algorithm
Indoor navigation employing laser aided SLAM is by its nature based on measurements of local features.
As a result, any guidance system must use information in the local environment, rather than specifying
waypoints xed in inertial space. This section describes a compact exploration (guidance) strategy that
performs an exhaustive search along a path that stays close to walls in an eort to keep the scanning laser
rangender within range of the features needed for the SLAM algorithm to work. The implementation of
SLAM and path-planning algorithms on ground robots is a well-studied problem. However, in extending
these methods to M-UASs, designers face signicant new challenges. Hovering aircraft have more stringent
power and weight constraints, vehicle dynamics are faster and span six degrees of freedom, and air vehicles are
typically more delicate and less forgiving of impacts with obstacles in the environment. In fact, many well-
known optimal guidance and path planning techniques are not currently feasible for onboard implementation
on M-UASs because of limited computational power. As a result, in contrast to many published works on
guidance and path planning, the following approach does not focus on optimal solutions for exploration.
Instead, it rather emphasizes an ecient algorithm that can quickly determine the location of unexplored
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(a) Hokuyo Laser Range Scanner (b) Analog Devices ADIS-16365-
BMLZ IMU
(c) MaxSonar EZ 4 Sonar altimeter
Figure 3. The GTQ relies on these commercially-available sensors for navigation.
areas while keeping the vehicle within sensor range of geographic features.
SLAM and autonomous exploration for M-UAS application was rst demonstrated by Achtelik et. al.8
Achtelik et. al. uses frontier-based exploration with goal-driven dynamic programming trajectory generation.
However, such navigation and guidance algorithms are computationally expensive. Sobers et al. have
previously developed a totally self-contained M-UAS architecture with a very compact SLAM algorithm and
a simple wall following guidance strategy.9 However, wall following guidance alone does not place higher
weight on unexplored areas. In some cases, the method may only track the outer walls of a building and may
leave inner rooms completely unexplored. In other cases, unfavorable geometry may cause the vehicle to
stay in the same room or avoid certain rooms altogether. The guidance algorithm described here is designed
to improve upon simple wall-following logic by introducing an ecient global book-keeping feature, while
keeping the algorithm simple enough to run alongside the SLAM algorithm without over-taxing the onboard
ight computer.
Frontier-based exploration can provide a way to \remember" what parts of the map have been previously
visited. The method was rst introduced by Yamauchi10 as an eective way for a mobile robot to explore
an unknown environment. Without frontier-based exploration, a robot may have to explore an unknown
environment randomly with some form of obstacle avoidance logic. The principle of frontier-based exploration
is : \try to get as much new information as possible by going to a boundary between explored and unexplored
territory". Various forms of frontier-based exploration strategy have been developed, most of which require
some form of global map in order to nd frontiers and plan trajectories.10{12 A global map can be grid-based,
feature-based, or polygonal-based. However, such global map and its essential guidance algorithms are not
computationally practical onboard a M-UAS.
Rather than using a global map, Freda and Oriolo applied the principle of frontier-based exploration to
a data structure called Sensor-Based Random Tree (SRT).13,14 This guidance system uses an SRT method
called SRT-Star to store frontiers and safe-regions, and to sequence new waypoints.13 The SRT-Star metnod
is blended with a wall-following algorithm to ensure that the vehicle keeps close to walls, thereby increasing
the chance of being in a geometry that is favorable for the SLAM navigation routine.
Assuming near-hover dynamics and a semi-structured environment, rst note that the three-dimensional
guidance problem can be simplied by decoupling horizontal plane guidance and altitude guidance. Alti-
tude guidance simply commands constant altitude above ground level while horizontal guidance commands
horizontal velocity and heading.
The main idea is that the overall velocity command (vcmd) is composed of a contribution from frontier
velocity (vfr) and a contribution from wall-following velocity (vwf ).
vcmd = vwf + vfr (9)
The heading command ( cmd), on the other hand, is solely generated from the frontier contribution. The
raw scan data from the laser rangender is used to create an SRT and ultimately compute velocity and
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heading commands. The commands are updated upon receipt of new scan data, at a rate of 10 Hz.
Algorithm 1 illustrates the sequence of commands that are executed at a particular update time step.
Algorithm 1 Compute Velocity Command (vcmd) and Heading Command ( cmd)
Require: x, xwaypoint, scan, SRT , and d
1: vwf ( getWallFollowingV elocity(scan)
2: if jjx  xwaypointjj < d then
3: newFrontier ( frontierSearch(scan)
4: SRT ( updateSRT (SRT; newFrontier)
5: if frontierExist(SRT ) then
6: xwaypoint = newWaypoint(SRT )
7: else
8: xwaypoint = previousWaypoint(SRT )
9: end if
10: end if
11: vfr ( getFrontierV elocity(x; xwaypoint)
12:  cmd ( getHeading(x; xwaypoint)
13: vcmd ( vfr + vwf
The main algorithm requires the vehicle’s current position (x), position of commanded waypoint (xwaypoint),
raw scan data (scan), sensor based random tree structure (SRT ), and threshold distance (d).
The algorithm begins by computing the wall-following velocity component (vwf ) directly from the scan
data. The purpose of the wall-following velocity is to create an obstacle avoidance potential eld while
keeping within sensor range of observable features in the environment. Let ri denote the i
th scan range




Kwf (ri   rt) if ri  rsafe;
Ksafe(ri   rt) if ri < rsafe;
(10)
where Kwf and Ksafe are gains used for nominal and safety cases as determined by safe radius rsafe, where
rt is a user specied parameter representing distance from walls that the vehicle tries to maintain.
15
Let i shown in Figure 4 denote angle of the ith scan with respect to body frame (xy), and let n denote
number of in-range scans points. Velocity command in body frame ucmd and vcmd results from projecting








Let  be the heading angle referenced from an arbitrary chosen inertial frame (XY). Velocity command















The overall eect is attraction to a wall if the vehicle is too far away, and repulsion from a wall if the
vehicle is too close. In cases where multiple walls are in sensor range, the resultant velocity depends on wall
geometry and range. For instance, the vehicle is attracted to long wall segments located further away more
than short wall segments located near by.
The algorithm then checks the distance to the commanded waypoint (xwaypoint). If the vehicle has not
arrived at the commanded waypoint, the waypoint will not be modied. If the vehicle has arrived at the
commanded waypoint, a new waypoint is generated from the frontier planner (Algorithm 1, lines 3 through
8). The vehicle is considered to have arrived at the commanded waypoint when it is within distance d of
the commanded waypoint. Finally, the commanded waypoint and vehicle’s position are used to generate the
heading command ( cmd) and frontier velocity (vfr). Notice that although commanded waypoint may not
change at a particular time step, frontier velocity and heading change at every time step due to changes in
the vehicle position.
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Figure 4. Reference frame description of vehicle and scan points
SRT-Star, as outlined in lines 2 through 10 of Algorithm 1, takes advantage of the 2D laser range sensors
scan characteristics. Upon arriving at a waypoint, SRT-Star divides the laser scan data into sectors, where
each sector contains a left-point, a mid-point, and a right-point. The mid-point is declared as a frontier if
the sector is completely obstacle-free while left-point and right-point are declared as frontiers if there are
large discontinuities between adjacent sectors. Sectors and frontier points are illustrated in Figure 5. If at
least one frontier exists, a new commanded waypoint is generated by randomizing a point inside a sector
that possesses at least one frontier. If no frontier exists, the vehicle backtracks to the previous waypoint.
Figure 5. SRT-Star divides laser scan into sectors
Sectors and frontiers are stored in a tree-like structure with waypoints as nodes and frontiers as potential
branches. Due to the panning motion of the laser scanner, area within a sector is considered to be free of
obstacles. Thus, obstacle free regions also expand as SRT evolves. Expansion of free regions implies that
some existing frontiers may fall under newly acquired sectors. In that case, SRT-Star will remove the frontier
in order to avoid unnecessary exploration. Details of SRT-Star are discussed in [13].
One dierence between the original SRT-Star and our method is that the original SRT-Star feeds the
commanded waypoint directly to the controller. The method outlined in Algorithm 1 calculates frontier
velocity and heading commands from the commanded waypoint. It then blends the frontier velocity command
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with wall following velocity component, and nally feeds velocity and heading commands to the controller.
Let Kfr be a frontier gain specied by user. Let xwaypoint and ywaypoint be the position of the commanded
waypoint in the inertial frame as obtained from SRT-Star. Let x and y be the vehicle’s current position
in the local inertial frame. Given the commanded waypoint, a simple proportional feedback law shown in












Moreover, the vehicle’s heading will always be commanded to point directly toward the commanded waypoint.
 cmd = atan2(ywaypoint   y; xwaypoint   x) (14)
Note that this heading command also provides another benet. It steers the scan eld-of-view toward the
neighborhood of the commanded waypoint. The wall-following velocity component will command attraction
to any walls in the vicinity. Therefore, the wall following velocity component also implicitly brings the vehicle
towards the commanded waypoint.
To improve safety of the vehicle, the commanded velocity and the yaw rate are limited in the onboard
software. Furthermore, a time-out is implemented between any two waypoints. This is particularly useful to
counter drift of the inertial frame due to imperfections in the SLAM-based navigation solution, which can
result in waypoints placed in inaccessible areas of the map.
V. Navigation Algorithm
Missions that require UAVs to enter unknown environments, including structures, may not have reliable
reception of radio signals. As a result, reliance on GPS for navigation, or on ground computers perform-
ing complex GNC algorithms with commands relayed to the vehicle, limits the environments that can be
eectively explored. This section describes a navigation system that combines a traditional EKF-based nav-
igation algorithm with IMU measurements and SLAM-based position estimates in lieu of GPS. It utilizes a
scanning laser range sensor and sonar altimeter to measure position relative to the environment, and a SLAM
algorithm to estimate vehicle position in the local inertial reference frame. A novel method is presented below
for determining the uncertainty of pose estimates related to the topology of the environment.
A laser scanner model and simulation environment were developed and used to test dierent SLAM
algorithms prior to using actual hardware. A variety of SLAM algorithm implementations are available for
free use at the web site OpenSLAM.org. The algorithm used for this research, called CoreSLAM,16 was
chosen primarily because it is simple, easy to implement, and it uses integer math where possible to improve
computational speed.17 There are two main parts to any SLAM routine. The rst task is to measure
distance to obstacles or landmarks in the environment, and to map them given the vehicle’s position and
orientation (i.e. mapping). The second task is to determine the best estimate of the vehicle’s position and
orientation based on the latest scan (or series of scans) given a stored map (i.e. localization). The mapping
and localization tasks are performed together to maintain the most current map and position estimate. As
discussed in [15], the robotics and computer science communities place much emphasis on keeping track of
vehicle motion and solving chains of pose constraints between dieren locations to make corrections to a
global map. For basic indoor navigation, however, it was determined that this level of accuracy in a global
map is not required, nor even desired if it comes at too steep a computational burden. As a result, the
algorithm discussed here is primarily designed for localization with respect to the immediate environment,
not to building and maintaining a highly accurate global map. As such, the CoreSLAM mapping routine as
implemented here does not detect or correct errors in past observations.
An important aspect of incorporating any measurement into the navigation state estimate is the un-
certainty associated with the measurement. The CoreSLAM routine provides a 2-D position measurement
and a heading measurement, together called the vehicle pose. CoreSLAM and other SLAM algorithms can
provide the \t quality" of the scan measurement compared to the stored map. However, this and all similar
algorithms fail to identify the pose uncertainty due to the structure of the environment. For example, a
vehicle in a long, straight hallway may have a good estimate of its position with respect to the walls on
each side, but have very little certainty of its position along the length of the hallway. Similarly, a vehicle
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in the middle of a circular room might have a good position estimate, but estimating heading from scan
data would be impossible. In these situations, a scan-matching algorithm may produce a t that has very
little error, while at the same time providing very little information in certain directions.15 This Dilution of
Precision (DOP) problem results in a pose estimate that quickly becomes overcondent in directions where
few features are observed. To solve this problem, a novel method was developed to identify the uncertainty
in the x, y, and  directions based on the orientation and distance to line segments extracted from the scan
data.
A. Dilution of Precision
A typical scanning laser rangender performs its measurements by panning a laser across the environment
and sampling the return at xed angular increments. The result is a series of 1-D range readings recorded
at consecutive, known angles. The error associated with each range measurement is a function of many
parameters, but only the eect of range to target can be estimated for an individual measurement during
real-time operation. As a result, it is common practice to estimate the range error as a function of the
measured range, neglecting all other sources of error.18,19 However, if the local topology as indicated by
the adjacent measurements is also considered, more information about the measurement uncertainty can be
gleaned.
A similar problem exists for range measurements calculated using GPS signals, where the eect of satellite
position with respect to the receiver has an impact on the quality of the receiver position estimate. When the
satellites used to estimate position are all located in a similar direction, the resulting navigation solution is less
accurate. Similarly, the topology of the local environment measured by the laser scanner aects the accuracy
of the pose estimate created when matching scans against the map. In essence, vehicle position information
is most accurate when measured perpendicular to the local environment. As such, a long featureless wall
or hallway only provides position information perpendicular to the walls, and no information parallel to the
walls. Thus, any position estimate using scans in this environment will show a strong correlation between
the longitudinal and lateral estimates. This correlation is not detected by scan matching routines alone{the
shape of the environment must be analyzed. Likewise, a good heading estimate requires that range readings
be dierent in dierent directions such that any change in heading can be detected. Hence, straight walls
provide a good basis for measuring heading, while concave curved surfaces do not.
The information contained in a laser scan can be calculated by summing the information provided by
each measurement to form the information matrix. An inverse form of the Kalman lter, called the informa-
tion lter, utilizes the information matrix as dened in Equation 15.20 In this formulation, the information
contained in each measurement is the inverse of the variance of the measurement, transformed by a measure-
ment matrix, H. In this case, the measurement matrix projects the variance, which is in the range direction,
onto the vector normal to the surface. Then, the (x,y) components are calculated to get the information in
each direction. For the heading component, note that the range measurement has more heading information
when the surface is close to parallel and farther away from the laser source, with the heading in the body
frame relative to walls ( ) being the same as the direction to the normal (). The geometry of the problem
is shown in Figure 6, with the measurement matrix dened in Equation 16.
I , HT2r
 1
H = R 1 (15)
H =
2664

























The surface normal at each point is calculated by tting a line through the measurement point and the
two points on either side of it. The angle to the normal (i) and the point coordinates (ri,i) are calculated
for each range measurement. The result can be calculated as a sum of terms over the number of points in
the correspondence set, m. The equation for calculating the information matrix is given by Equation 18,
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zi = f - qi
Figure 6. The information available from a laser scan is in the direction perpendicular to the local topology.
The range error at each measurement angle is projected onto the information vector direction.
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where the summation terms are dened in Equation 19. Inverting the 33 information matrix produces the
covariance matrix for the (x,y,) pose error measurement, R, which is used to update the EKF state
estimate.
R = I 1 =
264 xx xy x xy yy y 
































 sin() cos(  i) sin(  i)
2ri
(19)
While the above form preserves at least some geometric insight into the problem, the speed of the
algorithm can be signicantly improved in actual implementation by noting the identities in Equations 20
and 22 below. Substitution, and a little careful algebra, produces the form shown in Equation 23, thus
enabling the calculation of the information matrix without having to resort to trigonometric operations.
Figures 7-9 show the error ellipses associated with the pose measurement covariance calculated using the
algorithm presented here using scan data collected during the experiment described at the end of this section.
In the gures, the error is normalized using the sensor standard deviation and scaled up as indicated in the
plots to improve visualization of the shape and relative size of the measurement uncertainty. The 1- position
uncertainty is shown by an ellipse, while the 1- heading uncertainty is shown by a circle. In comparing the
dierent scenarios, the relative size of the circle indicates the relative uncertainty in the heading estimates,
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Dilution of Precision due to Scan Topology
(scaled nondimentional error ellipses)
 
 
Position, 10σ / σ
r
Heading 100σ / σ
r
Figure 7. In a hallway, uncertainty is greater in the direction of the hallway.
B. CoreSLAM Implementation
In CoreSLAM, estimated vehicle state information is used to align each new scan with the evolving map.
CoreSLAM maintains a map that consists of a two-dimensional array containing integer values ranging from
0 to 65535. The map is initialized to a middle value of 32768, and values are adjusted as each new scan
is processed to reect the evolving map. In order to easily visualize the map, the values are scaled to the
range 0-255 and displayed on a one-to-one scale 8-bit gray scale image. As observations are made, areas
where obstacles are detected are darkened, and areas that are clear of obstacles increase in brightness. The
map image thus represents an occupancy grid, with color value displaying the probability that a square is
occupied. As more areas are explored, the observed obstacles are shown by darkened areas on the map,
while clear areas are displayed by lighter colored pixels.
Once the map is initialized, the algorithm continuously monitors and incorporates new scan data into
the map. The scan data is transmitted from the sensor as a vector of range measurements, where the angle
increments counterclockwise. CoreSLAM requires the scan data to be in a Cartesian coordinate system, so
the scan data is rst converted from polar coordinates. Next, the position estimate is updated if desired.
The vehicle always maintains an estimate of its position in the navigation state vector, and this estimate is
used as a starting point for the localization routine. A scan registration algorithm is used to determine the
most likely vehicle position and orientation (pose) for a given scan. This is accomplished by performing a
Monte Carlo search of dierent poses nearest the current pose estimate, and evaluating the latest scan at the
new pose to see how closely it matches the most current map. The current pose estimate is updated by using
the vehicle’s EKF navigation solution to provide a more accurate starting point for the Monte Carlo search.
If the scan matching routine can nd a better pose to match the current scan with the most recent map,
the current pose is updated to the new pose. In [17], the measure of how well a particular scan matches the
latest map is described as the \distance" between the scan and the map. The Monte Carlo routine calculates
the distance between the scan and the map and returns the pose that minimizes this distance. Next, the
scan data is incorporated into the map using the updated pose. Figure 10 shows a ow chart that illustrates
how the CoreSLAM mapping and localization algorithms are implemented. Figure 11(a) shows a simulated
building interior being explored by a helicopter with a scanning laser rangender. Figure 11(b) shows the
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Dilution of Precision due to Scan Topology
(scaled nondimentional error ellipses)
 
 
Position, 10σ / σ
r
Heading 100σ / σ
r
Figure 8. If many surface normals point toward the vehicle, the heading uncertainty is greater.
















Dilution of Precision due to Scan Topology
(scaled nondimentional error ellipses)
 
 
Position, 10σ / σ
r
Heading 100σ / σ
r
Figure 9. An environment with walls on several sides reduces uncertainty in the pose measurement.
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map generated during a simulated ight.
Figure 10. This owchart shows the CoreSLAM algorithm as implemented in simulation.
For this research, the CoreSLAM algorithm was modied and improved in two important ways.15 First,
the position covariance matrix of the navigation solution was used as an input to the map update function. In
the original algorithm, a user-dened constant value was used to create the Gaussian uncertainty on obstacle
locations. To prevent unrealistic condence in the map, the actual sensor range uncertainty (which is a
function of range detected) was added to the vehicle’s position uncertainty. The map update algorithm was
then modied to use this total uncertainty when assimilating scan data into the map. A second improvement
made to the CoreSLAM algorithm was to use the vehicle’s state estimate and covariance as inputs to the
Monte Carlo search. Thus, the random search initial conditions and search scope were signicantly improved
over the original algorithm by providing a good starting point for the search, resulting in better match
performance.
C. Extended Kalman Filter State Estimation
Vehicle state estimation for the navigation algorithm is based on the EKF design developed at the GT UAV
Research Facility.2 In this implementation, the IMU measurements are incorporated at a xed rate of 100Hz.
In lieu of GPS position measurements and magnetometer heading measurements, the SLAM pose estimate
and sonar altitude measurements are used, with updates at 10Hz and 20Hz respectively. The navigation
lter estimates 15 vehicle states, x̂(t), which are propagated using the linearized vehicle dynamics and
updated using the sensor measurements with the appropriate covariance Rk and measurement matrix Hk.
The state and covariance propagation, as well as updates using the IMU measurements, are handled by the
existing navigation software. Measurement updates from the SLAM pose estimation and sonar altimeter are
incorporated by calling an external update function that takes as its arguments the measurement residual
(sometimes called the \innovation"), the measurement matrix, and the covariance of the measurements. The







































k ) + Rk
 1
(26)
As shown in Equation 27, the state estimate includes the vehicle angle error, position, velocity, and
biases of the IMU accelerometers and gyros. The process model, given by Equations 28-31 below, is a set of
nonlinear dierential equations describing the vehicle motion as described in detail in [2,22]. The residual of
the SLAM pose measurements (Equation 32) is the pose error (x, y, ), which is expressed in the inertial
frame. The altitude residual (Equation 33) is simply the dierence between the sonar measurement and the
altitude estimate. It is assumed that the vehicle attitude does not aect the altitude measurement due to
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(a) Mapping a simulated environment (b) Map generated during simulation
Figure 11. The map maintained by the CoreSLAM routine represents an occupancy grid, where the value of
each pixel in the image represents the likelihood that a particular grid square is occupied. Here, lighter colors
represent free space, while darker colors represent obstacles and medium gray areas are unexplored. Areas
with higher contrast represent greater certainty due to longer observation periods during the ight. The green
triangle represents the vehicle’s estimated position and heading.
the properties of the sensor, as described in [23]. The state and covariance updates occur at dierent times
due to the dierent measurement rates of the SLAM navigation and the sonar. The sonar measurement is
uncorrelated to other measurements, so its experimentally determined variance is used directly in the Kalman
gain (26), with a measurement matrix equal to unity. The covariance of the SLAM pose measurement,
calculated by inverting the information matrix shown in Equation 15, is in the body frame. Hence, it must
be transformed using the direction cosine matrix that rotates body frame measurements into the inertial
frame.
x̂(t) = [err; err;  err; xpos; ypos; zpos; u; v; w; bax; bay; baz; b!x; b!y; b!z]
T
(27)
_̂x = v̂ (28)
_̂v = a(x(t);u(t)) (29)
_̂ba = 0 (30)











= (sonar measurementk   EKF alt estimatek) (33)
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A. Stability Augmentation System (SAS)
The Quadrotor platform is inherently unstable, that is, without control inputs, the platform would enter an
uncontrolled drift in velocity and angular rates and collide with the ground or nearby obstacles. Quadrotors
are also known to be notoriously hard to control even for human pilots, particularly because the relationship
between thrust and stick deection is nonlinear and since attitude is coupled heavily with velocity. Hence,
it is desirable to integrate rate damping on all the angular rate axis to aid the pilot in controlling the
Quadrotor. Let p̂; q̂, and r̂ denote the gyroscope measurements of the Quadrotor roll, pitch, and yaw rates,
and pp; qp, and rp denote the pilot roll, pitch, and yaw stick deections, then the actual stick deection
commands are assigned using the following proportional control logic:
p = pp  Kpp̂; (34)
q = qp  Kq q̂; (35)
r = rp  Kr r̂: (36)
In the above equation, Kp; Kq, and Kr denote the linear gains chosen to provide appropriate rate
damping.
B. Attitude and Position Controller
The complexity of the control system depends not only on the quantities being controlled, but also on the
dynamics of the system itself. Unlike ground vehicles, unstable air vehicles are susceptible to oscillation
and divergent ight when the control system is not properly tuned. Even for stable ying vehicles, coupling
between lateral and longitudinal motion, as well as aerodynamic interaction with the environment, must
be considered. The control architecture used by the GTAR 2010 team leverages the proven Model Refer-
ence Adaptive Control architecture developed for control of VTOL UAS throughout their ight envelop by
Georgia Tech UAV Research Facility.24{26 In this architecture, a position control loop generates a velocity
command, a velocity control loop generates an attitude command, and an attitude control loop generates
servo commands to stabilize the vehicle by controlling the angular rate. Kannan has shown that such nested










Figure 12. A common control architecture for unstable rotorcraft utilizes a set of nested loops to control
attitude, velocity, and ultimately position by generating actuators commands. The guidance system provides
position, velocity, and attitude commands, and the navigation system provides an estimate of the system
states.
This system of nested control loops (see Figure 12) requires that the vehicle maintain an estimate of its
position, velocity, attitude, and angular rate, with the addition of an external inertial position reference if
position control is to be ultimately achieved. Following is a brief description of the implemented control
architecture (see references [24,25,27,28] for further details).
Let x(t) 2 <n denote the state vector, let  2 <m denote the control input, then the dynamics of the
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Quadrotor can be generically represented as:
_x = f(x(t); (t)): (37)
It is assumed that the exact model, Eq.(37) is not available, may have changed, or is not suciently
accurate and introduce an approximate inversion model f̂(x; cmd) which can be inverted to determine the
control input:  = f̂ 1(x; ). Here  is the pseudo control input, which represents the desired model
output _x and is expected to be approximately achieved by . This approximation results in a model error
(x) = f(x)  f̂(x).24,27,28
A second order reference model is selected to characterizes the desired response of the system:
_xrm = frm(xrm; r(t)); (38)
Where frm(xrm(t); r(t)) denote the reference model dynamics and r(t) denotes a bounded and piecewise
continuous external command. A tracking control law consisting of a linear feedback part upd = Kx, a linear
feed-forward part ucrm = _xrm, and an adaptive part uad(x) is proposed to have the following form:
u = ucrm + upd   uad: (39)
Dening the tracking error e as e(t) = xrm(t)  x(t), then, letting A =  K the tracking error dynamics are
found to be:27
_e = Ae+ [ad(x) (x)]: (40)
The baseline full state feedback controller upd = Kx is assumed to be designed such that A is a Hurwitz
matrix, hence for any positive denite matrix Q 2 <nn , a positive denite solution P 2 <nn exists to the
Lyapunov equation. This architecture allows for an optional adaptive element (whose output is denoted by
uad) to be incorporated for mitigating model errors and reducing steady-state tracking error. The adaptive




Using theory and extensive ight testing, it has been demonstrated that the stability of the presented MRAC
architecture for trajectory tracking control of VTOL UAS24,25 with adaptive laws similar to:
_̂
W =  (x)eTPB W   kekW (42)
where  W is a positive denite learning rate matrix, and  denotes the gain for an e-modication term.
29
In the presented control architecture, the output of the adaptive element can be replaced by an integrator if
desired. This reduces the control logic to Proportional-Derivative-Integral type.
VII. Results
A. Simulation Environment
The Georgia Tech UAV Simulation Tool (GUST) framework was utilized for developing a simulation30 of the
vehicle, sensors, and environment. The simulation is designed to reduce development time through risk-free
testing of guidance, navigation, and control routines. The simulation includes modeling of uncertainties such
as gusts, modeling of indoor environments, simulation of complex vehicle dynamics, and elaborate emulation
of all sensors and their noise properties. The key feature of this simulation environment is that onboard code
can be directly tested in the simulation, allowing seamless integration of Software-In-The-Loop (SITL) and
Hardware-In-The-Loop (HITL) simulation. Figure 13 depicts a screen-shot of the vehicle in simulation.
B. Integrated Guidance Navigation and Control Results
Figure 14 shows a sequence of screen-captures from a simulated ight of the developed integrated guidance
navigation and control strategy. The vehicle, it’s trajectory, commanded waypoint, laser scan, active SRT,
and the building are shown on Figure 14. The results conrm that the vehicle is able to sense its surrounding,
form a feasible six degree of freedom navigation solution, and autonomously avoid obstacles while creating
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Figure 13. Quadrotor Performing Wall Following in Simulation
SRT and explores the building. In Figure 14(c), the quadrotor is able to get pass through a small gap on the
northwest corner without collision. The quadrotor then explores towards the east of the building, attempting
to do an exhaustive search of the building. The detailed results can be found in31
C. Flight Test Results
D. Flight Test Results
In this section we present ight test results of the GTQ exploring an indoor cluttered environment fully
autonomously without any external sensing aids (such as GPS). The onboard GNC algorithm does not
assume any a-priori knowledge of the indoor environment. Navigation is performed by solving a SLAM
problem online using techniques presented in Section V. Guidance is achieved by frontier-guidance type
method coupled with wall-following guidance as described in Section IV, and control is achieved using the
control architecture described in Section VI. The ight test begins with the aircraft hovering at about
2:8 ft above the ground. The onboard guidance logic then commands waypoints that take the aircraft
towards unexplored frontiers, the onboard navigation logic provides the aircraft with its pose information
and simultaneously builds a map of the environment in real-time. The map information is fed back into the
guidance logic to explore new frontiers. Note that all computation, including SLAM is performed online using
the avionics described in Section III. The GNC algorithms were optimized to execute completely onboard the
embedded computer (Gumstix Overo Fire) used by trading-o map accuracy with guaranteeing a reliable
instantaneous position x for pose estimation. This trade-o results in a slight skew in the onboard generated
map (Figure 15). However, the attitude estimation was suciently accurate for good attitude control and
the position accuracy was found acceptable for exploring indoor areas reliably.
VIII. Conclusion
This paper presented the details of a Quadrotor Unmanned Aerial Vehicle intended for autonomous
exploration of indoor areas. The vehicle uses an o-the-shelf platform equipped with o-the-shelf avionics
and sensor packages, with custom ight software. Information from a scanning laser range sensor, inertial
measurement unit, and a altitude measurement sonar are fused to form an elaborate navigation solution using
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping methods. An important feature of this navigation architecture is
that it does not rely on any external navigational aid, such as GPS. A frontier-based exhaustive search is
used for exploring unknown indoor environments using the laser scan data by placing command waypoints
on the map generated by the SLAM routine. Since observable features in the environment are necessary for
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Figure 14. Simulation of Exploration of Unknown Indoor Environment
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(a) Time = 19 s (b) Time = 40 s (c) Time = 61 s (d) Time = 92 s (e) Time = 124 s
Figure 15. The GTQ autonomously explores an unknown cluttered indoor environment without any external
sensing or computational aids. The gures show the map of the unknown indoor environment generated by
the onboard navigation algorithm as the GTQ explores the indoor environment. Stars mark the waypoints
commanded by the guidance strategy, the guidance strategy ensures the GTQ explores unexplored areas of the
indoor environment. The pictured area is approximately 50 by 80 feet. Note that all computation, including
solving the SLAM problem, is performed onboard.
an accurate SLAM solution, the guidance algorithm is coupled with the navigation algorithm to ensure the
vehicle approaches the frontier-based waypoints through a trajectory that is close to walls and other indoor
structures, while maintaining a safe operating distance. A cascaded inner-outer loop control architecture is
utilized, which relates stick commands to attitude commands and attitude commands to velocity commands.
The control architecture employs an optional adaptive element which can be used to mitigate modeling error
and other system uncertainties. The control system also uses a linear Stability Augmentation System that
uses rate feedback to dampen the vehicle angular rate response.
An elaborate simulation model of the vehicle has been developed and the navigation and control algo-
rithms have been validated in simulation and several times in ight. These results establish the feasibility
of the proposed approach to develop a completely self-contained miniature unmanned aerial system capable
of autonomously exploring indoor areas.
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IX. Appendix
A. Derivation of Moment Equation
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